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Jen Yáñez-Alaniz 

ESL 5053 

Date: 4/20/2021 Grade/Class/Subject: Adult ESL/ low to intermediate advanced ESL 

 Unit/Theme: Education and Career Exploration   Duration of class: 9am to 12pm 

Standards: College and Career Readiness Standards for Adult Ed. 

CCRS: R.1; R.3; R.6; R.7; R.9; R.10 W.4; W.6 SL.1; SL.2; SL.4; SL.6 L.1; L.2; L.4; L.5; L.6 

Content Objective(s): The Learners will create and set SMART Goals for achieving success  

Language Objective(s): Learners will hear an interview and listen carefully for the meaning of 

each word in the acronym SMART. Learners will then read the transcript of the interview in 

pairs, then discuss one personal goal each and apply the SMART Goals to their personal goal. 

Learners will write out their goal using a graphic organizer. Learners will then present their 

SMART goal to the class.  Alternative: Learners may choose to tell about a goal they achieved in 

the past and still apply how they implemented SMART Goals. 

Verb tense review-From the reading material, learners will identify and categorize verbs in the 

following tenses:  present simple, present continuous, past simple, past continuous,  

Essential Question: Why is it important to set and plan for goals? 

 

Key Vocabulary 

achievable, acquire, measurable, relevant, 

set a deadline, specific, chances are , give up, 

make sense, stand for  

Materials 

Web-based device with camera, Schoology, 

Nearpod (with imbedded Google slides), 

Google docs, notebook, pen, online Burlington 



 Lesson with audio of interview, transcript of 

interview (PDF), example of SMART Goals 

graphic organizer, link to high frequency 

collocations 

     

  

SIOP Features 

 

Preparation 

Adaptation of Content, Links to Background, Links to Past Learning,  

Integration of Processes  

Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening 

      

Scaffolding 

Modeling, Guided practice, independent practice, Comprehensible input   

  

Application 

Hands-on, Meaningful, linked to objectives, Promotes engagement     

Grouping Options  

Whole class, Small groups, Partners, Independent     

Assessment 

Individual, Group, Written, Oral, DA, G-DA 

      

   

   

 

Critical Thinking Skills 

          

Use Context Clues • Summarize • Communicate • Consolidate 



 

 

Lesson set up: Students are logged into Schoology and the teacher shares a Nearpod code 

displaying a slide presentation created in Google Slides and integrated into the Nearpod 

application. 

Display slide 1. name of the lesson, the topic, content and language objectives, and class agenda. 

Rationale: learners will know exactly what will be covered and what to expect in the lesson and 

also indicates the desirable knowledge, skills, or attitudes to be gained. 

Content Objective(s): The Learners will create and set SMART Goals for achieving success. 

Rationale: SMART Goals help focus attention on achievable goals by organizing and planning. 

Language Objective(s):  

● Learners will hear an interview and listen carefully for the meaning of each word in the 

acronym SMART.  

● Learners will read the transcript of the interview in pairs. 

● Learners will discuss one personal goal each and apply the SMART Goals to their personal 

goal.  

● Learners will write out their goal using a graphic organizer.  

● Learners will then present their SMART goal to the class.  Alternative::: Learners may 

choose to tell about a goal they achieved in the past and still apply how they implemented 

SMART Goals.  



Rationale: make personal connections to and express ideas, feelings, and beliefs through input, 

interaction, and output. Learners are encouraged to access FoK and full language repertoire (if 

needed). 

Slide 2. Ask the students (Ss) to reflect on the essential question provided. We will discuss the 

question as an exit ticket at the end of the lesson. Rationale: guide students to find deeper 

meaning, sets the stage for further questioning, and fosters critical thinking and problem-solving 

skills. 

Warm Up Activity: Motivation/ Connect to background/  (9:05 am-9:45 am) 

Slide 3. Introduce the key vocabulary words and ask students to consider these words in the 

context of career exploration and the essential question:   

achievable, acquire, measurable, relevant, 

set a deadline, specific, chances are, give up, make sense, stand for  

 

Students select three words/word combos/ phrases in black and one in red (teacher can randomly 

assign the words to assure all words/combos/ phrases are selected amongst the students).  

 

Slide 4. In an embedded Nearpod collaborative board, ask students to consider what they already 

know and understand about their selected words in the context of education and career goals and 

on the board, students will post sentences for each word/word combo/phrase selected, especially 

in connection to their personal experiences. 

 

Each student will share one sentence aloud which discusses the meaning of the 



word/combo/phrase. Rationale: activates prior knowledge, introduces new words, reduces 

unfamiliar words that could affect reading fluency. Provides students an opportunity to reference 

something meaningful about their past, and allows classmates to learn more about them, further 

strengthening the learner community.  

 

Students listen carefully and take notes on each classmates’ share.  Learners must not interrupt 

and should wait for the teacher to open up an opportunity for students to guide their classmate 

with questions or examples for further understanding and clarification if needed. (quick 

assessment: Stop the screenshare once every student has had their turn and randomly select each 

student to tell and summarize what another classmate discussed). This assesses listening and 

speaking through summarizing.  

 

Remind students of commonly combined words used with high frequency and share a link for 

further self study/review. This has been taught previously (scaffolding) and is located in a shared 

file in Schoology labeled appropriately, but the link will be shared in the key words slide as well)  

 

Remind learners that the key vocabulary words are located in their online lesson which provides 

self-paced practice for pronunciation, translation, and other activities such as using context clues.  

 

Activity 1: Whole Group: Listening (9:45 am- 10:15 am) 

 

Teacher: open the Burlington lesson with audio in a new tab, students are instructed to follow 

along with the teacher’s screen. As a whole class, learners will listen carefully to the audio (a 

visual is also provided) and carefully listen for the meaning of SMART goals, paying close 



attention to the word represented by each letter in the acronym (quick check: first ask students if 

they have heard the word acronym and ask them to consider acronyms they have heard before and 

give them a minute to type it into Zoom chat). If they do not know, remind them to pay extra 

attention for the meaning. 

 

After listening to the audio, remind students of the class agenda and walk them through accessing 

material in their Schoology file necessary for the lesson (counts as a listening activity): 

1. Link to relevant jobs/careers in San Antonio necessary for the R in SMART. For example, 

Spanish teachers and office managers are in demand in San Antonio,  

2. A PDF for the transcript of the audio we just listened to. 

3. A PDF with an example of a filled out graphic organizer displaying SMART Goals (likely 

mine).  

4. I will also post/send a link to a shared Google document with a graphic organizer for each 

pair with detailed instructions to fill in information with their personal SMART Goals.  

5. I will also open the PDFs and give students a moment to take a snapshot with their 

smartphone in case they have difficulties accessing the PDFs or if they have trouble 

toggling between two screens. 

Activity 2: Paired in Zoom breakout rooms: Read and Discuss (10:15-10:30), (note:10:30-

10:45 break), (10:45-11:15 resume) 

Next, assign students randomly to Zoom breakout rooms in pairs (sometimes this is strategic and I 

might assign by necessary strengths- more on rationale later).  

 

I took inventory and know that all of my students have at least a smartphone, but typically also 



have a second device. The learning center has provided very limited access to learners using 

devices at the campus lab due to COVID-19. 

 

The teacher will rotate through the breakout sessions and listen to students read.  Teacher will 

listen for fluency and remind students to jot down difficult words to pronounce or new words. 

Students keep an ongoing journal by lessons and topics and know to write new words and concepts 

to discuss later.  

Activity 3: Discuss and Write (11:15 am- 11:45 am) 

After taking turns reading, students will continue to discuss and apply the SMART Goals to their 

personal goal/s. Students will have the option to reflect back on a goal they have already achieved 

especially in their experiences in their home countries.  Students are reminded to visit the provided 

link to check on R- relevance for job goals.  

 

Students will open their shared google document and read the instructions carefully. First, 

referring to the reading, they will fill in the graphic organizer stating what each letter in the 

acronym SMART stands for. Next, they will write out their own connections to each letter/ word 

represented by the acronym. Students can use the provided PDF example if necessary. 

As I continue to rotate through the sessions, I will prompt, ask leading questions, provide 

examples, etc. when I see that students are stuck in their discussion. 

 

Wrap up activity for the day (exit ticket): Come back to the main session and follow a 

collaboration board link provided in the Nearpod presentation.  Learners post something new or 

interesting from the activity. For example, Is the job you hope for relevant in San Antonio? Is the 



pay adequate for your needs? Are there flexible opportunities such as shifts/part time/ full time 

positions? For extra oooohs and aaaahs, remember to upload a photo, meme, video, or infographic. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 


